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The ultimate goal was to help people make better choices in the studio. This is not
to say that we want to make it cheaper, that we want to make it easy, that we

want to get rid of the hassle and just make studio recording easier. Our goal wasnt
to make a toolkit for musicians, but ultimately we want to make studios more

efficient. And the Dynarec Advanced takes that to another level. Its interesting to
see how its been adopted in different ways, and how different users are taking
what its been able to do and how theyre putting that to use, and how theyre

adding to that and how theyre taking it back to the basics or taking it to another
level. So Ive seen some incredible stuff, but Ive also seen people that take it, they

think that they want to upgrade the toolset for a particular sound that theyre
working on, and theyll just swap the SINE Advanced for the Simplified Echo, or they
might be willing to shell out for the Dynarec Advanced, but not willing to take it to

the next level. Having this toolkit helps to establish the baseline. Its not
necessarily a limitation of the Dynarec Advanced or the SINE Advanced. I
remember speaking to someone at a conference and he asked, Whats the

difference between the different modes? And I said, Theres a big difference
between the advanced vs. the simplified. Its really about what you do with it. That
was the difference between the Dynarec Advanced and the SINE Advanced. Having

these kinds of tools at your disposal, youre always going to make some changes
that are spontaneous. For example, I use its Tone. And Tone is very useful for

certain sounds, but not necessarily for others. But it doesnt force me to do those
changes. All it really does is enable you to make more of them more readily.
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